Using freely-available 3D software to reconstruct traumatic bone injuries detected with post mortem computed tomography.
Use of post-mortem computed tomography (PMCT) scanning to investigate natural and unnatural death has increased dramatically in recent years. Powerful software exists to allow detailed analysis of the scanned anatomy and pathology, and users of PMCT and other medical imaging will already be familiar with both two-dimensional and three-dimensional (3D) representations of this data. However, standard medical image viewing programs do not allow direct manipulation of the visible anatomy. By extracting anatomical features from medical images, this data can be exported into 3D manipulation software to enhance pathological examination and anatomical demonstration. Here we illustrate, using an example of lower limb fractures from a pedestrian road traffic fatality, that open source software (Blender) can be used not only to manipulate the anatomical data, but to produce high-quality images and animations that are superior to what is achievable using the available output of standard medical image viewers. The described software provides practitioners from many different disciplines an ability to manipulate medical imaging data that may previously have seemed too expensive or otherwise inaccessible. The potential applications for this technique are not limited to trauma analysis, and the purpose of this document is to encourage others to explore this powerful software and its abilities. The article contains many specific terms, and targeted online searches using this vocabulary will reveal an abundance of guidance and video tutorials that will help even the complete novice begin to undertake apparently sophisticated 3D software tasks with relative ease and at no additional cost.